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Abstract The efficiency of the photon identification cri-
teria in the ATLAS detector is measured using 36.1 fb1 to
36.7 fb1 of pp collision data at
√
s = 13 TeV collected in
2015 and 2016. The efficiencies are measured separately for
converted and unconverted isolated photons, in four differ-
ent pseudorapidity regions, for transverse momenta between
10 GeV and 1.5 TeV. The results from the combination of
three data-driven techniques are compared with the predic-
tions from simulation after correcting the variables describ-
ing the shape of electromagnetic showers in simulation for
the average differences observed relative to data. Data-to-
simulation efficiency ratios are determined to account for
the small residual efficiency differences. These factors are
measured with uncertainties between 0.5% and 5% depend-
ing on the photon transverse momentum and pseudorapidity.
The impact of the isolation criteria on the photon identifica-
tion efficiency, and that of additional soft pp interactions, are
also discussed. The probability of reconstructing an electron
as a photon candidate is measured in data, and compared with
the predictions from simulation. The efficiency of the recon-
struction of photon conversions is measured using a sample
of photon candidates from Z → μμγ events, exploiting the
properties of the ratio of the energies deposited in the first
and second longitudinal layers of the ATLAS electromag-
netic calorimeter.
1 Introduction
Processes with prompt photons in the final state, occurring
in proton–proton collisions at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC), play a central role in the ATLAS physics programme.
They encompass all phenomena where photons do not orig-
inate from hadron decays. These range from non-resonant
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QCD production, where prompt photons are produced in
association with jets or in pairs with cross sections of the
order of tens of nanobarns or picobarns respectively, to rarer
processes where prompt photons arise from the decay of a
heavy particle. The study of QCD prompt photon produc-
tion at the LHC and the measurement of the corresponding
production cross sections allow a test of perturbative and
non-perturbative regimes of QCD, and can provide useful
information about the proton’s parton distribution functions
(PDFs) (see for instance Ref. [1] for a first measurement at√s
= 13 TeV). The excellent capability of the ATLAS detector to
reconstruct, identify and calibrate prompt photons has proved
fundamental to the discovery of the Higgs boson and to the
precision measurement of its properties with the H → γ γ
decay [2,3]. Similarly, prompt photons are paramount to sev-
eral searches for phenomena beyond the Standard Model
(SM), where they would come from the decay of various
new heavy states [4–6].
The identification of prompt photons in hadronic colli-
sions is particularly challenging, since the overwhelming
majority of reconstructed photon candidates arise from back-
ground non-prompt photons from hadron decays in jets,
while a smaller fraction of fake candidates are associated
with hadrons that deposit significant energy in the electro-
magnetic calorimeter, mimicking that of real photons.
Prompt photons are identified in the ATLAS experiment
by means of selections on quantities describing the shape
and properties of the associated electromagnetic showers,
and by requiring them to be isolated from other particles in
the event. These selections are separately optimised for those
photon candidates that convert into an electron–positron pair
before reaching the electromagnetic calorimeter (converted
photons), and those photon candidates that are not associ-
ated with a conversion (unconverted photons). As already
observed using LHC data in Run 1 [7], the efficiency of the
selection criteria is modelled by Monte Carlo (MC) simu-
lation with only O(2 − 5%) accuracy, being mostly limited
by an imperfect description of the electromagnetic shower
development in the detector. The photon identification effi-
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ciency can on the other hand be measured in data with a
precision of O(1%). Corrections are thus applied to the MC-
simulated samples in order to guarantee the highest possible
accuracy for photon measurements.
In this paper, the reconstruction and identification of pho-
tons by the ATLAS detector are described, and the mea-
surements of the identification efficiency using 36.1 fb−1 to
36.7 fb−1 of pp collisions collected at
√
s = 13 TeV in 2015
and 2016 are reported. These measurements are based on
the techniques developed for the photon identification effi-
ciency measurement performed with
√
s = 7 TeV and 8 TeV
data [7], while addressing the different beam conditions at√
s = 13 TeV, and exploiting the larger integrated luminos-
ity. The measurements reported in this paper focus on the
identification criteria optimised for the data-taking period at√
s = 13 TeV that have been revisited relative to those used
for the
√
s = 8 TeV run, and reported in Ref. [7], in order
to better cope with the larger average number of interactions
per beam bunch crossing μ.
To overcome the difficulties arising from the absence of a
single, pure control sample of prompt-photons over a large
range of transverse momentum, three different data-driven
techniques are used. The first method selects photons from
radiative decays of the Z boson, i.e. Z → γ . The sec-
ond one extrapolates photon properties from electrons and
positrons1 from Z boson decays, by exploiting the similar-
ity of the photon and electron interactions in the ATLAS
electromagnetic calorimeter. The third approach exploits a
track-based measure of photon isolation to determine the
fraction of background present in a sample of isolated photon
candidates. Each of these techniques can measure the pho-
ton identification efficiency in overlapping parts of comple-
mentary ET regions.2 The combination of different measure-
ments in the overlapping regions further improves the photon
efficiency precision, which is measured for candidates with
transverse momentum ranging from about 10 GeV to about
1.5 TeV.
The measurement of the rate of misidentification of elec-
trons as photon candidates, as well as the results of a novel
technique for measuring the efficiency of reconstructing a
photon conversion, only deployed for the
√
s = 13 TeV data
taking, are reported.
This paper is organised as follows. An overview of the
ATLAS detector is provided in Sect. 2. The photon recon-
struction and identification algorithms used in ATLAS for
the data taking at
√
s = 13 TeV are detailed in Sect. 3, high-
lighting the differences relative to the reconstruction proce-
dure reported in Ref. [7] and the properties of the identifi-
cation criteria optimised for the
√
s = 13 TeV data taking.
1 In the rest of this paper, electrons will be used to refer to both electrons
and positrons.
2 The photon transverse momentum ET is defined in footnote3.
Section 4 summarizes the collision and simulated data sam-
ples used for the various measurements, and describes the
corrections applied to the simulated photon shower shapes in
order to improve agreement with the data. In Sect. 5 the three
data-driven approaches to the measurement of the photon
identification efficiency are described, listing their respec-
tive sources of uncertainty and the precision reached in the
relevant ET ranges. Their combination in the overlapping
ET regions is presented, as well as a comparison of the com-
bined data-driven photon identification efficiency with the
MC predictions. The impact of the isolation criteria on the
photon identification efficiency, and that of additional soft
pp interactions, is also discussed. The measurement of the
rate of misidentification of electrons as photon candidates is
reported in Sect. 6. The efficiency of reconstructing a photon
conversion is summarised in Sect. 7.
2 The ATLAS detector
The ATLAS experiment [8] uses a multipurpose particle
detector with approximately forward–backward symmetric
cylindrical geometry and nearly 4π coverage in solid angle.3
It consists of an inner tracking system surrounded by a thin
superconducting solenoid producing a 2 T axial magnetic
field, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and a muon
spectrometer incorporating three large toroid magnet assem-
blies.
The inner detector (ID) tracking system provides position
measurements for charged particles in the range |η| < 2.5
by combining information from three subdetectors. The ID
consists of a cylindrical central region (full coverage for
|η| < 1.5) arranged around the beam pipe, and two end-
caps. Disks in the endcap region are placed perpendicular
to the beam axis, covering 1.5 < |η| < 2.5. Starting from
the interaction point, the high-granularity silicon pixel detec-
tor segmented in r–φ and z covers the vertex region and
typically provides four three-dimensional measurements per
track. The ID includes a new innermost layer, the insertable
B-layer [9], with a mean radius of 33 mm, while the remain-
ing three layers of the pixel system are located at mean radii
of 50.5, 88.5, and 122.5 mm respectively. The coverage in
the endcap region is enhanced by three disks on either side
3 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the
nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z-
axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre
of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates
(r , φ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle
around the beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the
polar angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2). Angular distance is defined as
	R = √(	η)2 + (	φ)2. The transverse momentum of the photon
candidates is defined as ET = E/ cosh(η), where E is the candidate
energy.
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of the interaction point. A semiconductor tracker consisting
of modules with two back-to-back silicon microstrip sensors
with small-angle stereo readout surrounds the pixel detector,
providing typically eight two-dimentional hits translating to
four three-dimensional measurements, per track at interme-
diate radii (275 mm < r < 560 mm). The outermost region
of the ID (563 mm < r < 1066 mm) is covered by a transition
radiation tracker (TRT) consisting of straw drift tubes filled
with a gas mixture consisting of about 70% Xe, 27% CO2
and 3% O2,4 interleaved with polypropylene/polyethylene
transition radiators. The inner detector allows an accurate
reconstruction and transverse momentum measurement of
tracks from the primary proton–proton collision region. It
also identifies tracks from secondary vertices, permitting the
efficient reconstruction of photon conversions up to a radial
distance of about 80 cm from the beam-line.
The solenoid is surrounded by a high-granularity lead/
liquid-argon (LAr) sampling electromagnetic (EM) calori-
meter with an accordion geometry. The EM calorimeter
(EMC) measures the energy and the position of electromag-
netic showers with |η| < 3.2. It is divided into a barrel sec-
tion, covering the pseudorapidity region |η| < 1.475, and
two endcap sections, covering the pseudorapidity regions
1.375 < |η| < 3.2. The transition region between the barrel
and the endcaps, 1.37 ≤ |η| < 1.52, has a large amount of
material upstream of the first active calorimeter layer and
is not considered for the precision photon measurements
reported in this paper. The EM calorimeter is composed, for
|η| < 2.5, of three sampling layers, longitudinal in shower
depth. The first layer has a thickness of about 4.4 radia-
tion lengths (X0) at η = 0.5 In the ranges |η| < 1.4 and
1.5 < |η| < 2.4, the first layer is segmented into high-
granularity strips in the η direction, with a typical cell size of
0.003×0.0982 in 	η×	φ in the barrel. For 1.4 < |η| < 1.5
and 2.4 < |η| < 2.5 the η segmentation of the first layer is
coarser, and the cell size is 	η × 	φ = 0.025 × 0.0982.
The fine η granularity of the strips is sufficient to provide,
for transverse momenta up to O(100 GeV), an event-by-
event discrimination between single-photon showers and two
overlapping showers originating from the decays of neutral
hadrons, mostly π0 and η mesons in jets, in the fiducial pseu-
dorapidity region |η| < 1.37 or 1.52 ≤ |η| < 2.37. The
second layer has a thickness of about 16 X0 at η = 0, and
a granularity of 0.025 × 0.0245 in 	η × 	φ. It collects
most of the energy deposited in the calorimeter by photon
and electron showers. The third layer has a granularity of
0.05 × 0.0245 in 	η × 	φ and a depth of about 2 X0 at η =
0. It is used to correct for leakage of high-energy showers into
4 During part of the 2016 data-taking some TRT layers were filled with
argon instead of xenon.
5 The depth of the calorimeter layers varies with η, generally increasing
at higher pseudorapidity.
material beyond the EM calorimeter. In front of the accordion
calorimeter, a thin presampler (PS) layer, covering the pseu-
dorapidity interval |η| < 1.8, is used to correct for energy
loss upstream of the calorimeter. The PS consists of an active
LAr layer with a thickness of 1.1 cm (0.5 cm) in the barrel
(endcap) and has a granularity of 	η×	φ = 0.025×0.0982.
The material upstream of the PS has a thickness of about 2
X0 for |η| < 0.6. In the region 0.6 < |η| < 0.8 this thickness
increases linearly from 2 X0 to 3 X0. For 0.8 < |η| < 1.8
the material thickness is about or slightly larger than 3 X0,
with the exception of the transition region between the bar-
rel and the endcaps and the region near |η| = 1.7, where it
reaches 5–6 X0. A sketch of a the EM calorimeter’s longi-
tudinal and lateral segmentation around η = 0 is shown in
Fig. 1.
The hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) surrounds the EM
calorimeter. It consists of a steel/scintillator tile calorime-
ter in the central region (|η| < 1.7), and LAr sampling
calorimeters with copper and tungsten absorbers in the end-
cap (1.5 < |η| < 3.2) and forward (3.1 < |η| < 4.9) regions.
The muon spectrometer (MS) surrounds the calorimeters. It
consists of three large superconducting air-core toroid mag-
nets, each with eight coils, a system of precision tracking
chambers (|η| < 2.7), and fast tracking chambers (|η| < 2.4)
for triggering.
A two-level trigger system, custom hardware followed by
a software-based level, is used for online event selection and
to reduce the event rate to about 1 kHz for offline reconstruc-
tion and storage [10]. To reduce the data acquisition rate of
low-threshold triggers, used for collecting various control
samples, prescale factors N can be applied to each trigger,
such that only one in N events passing the trigger causes an
event to be accepted at that trigger level.
3 Photon reconstruction and identification
3.1 Photon reconstruction
The interactions of photons and electrons with the ATLAS
EMC produce similar electromagnetic showers, depositing
a significant amount of energy in a restricted number of
neighbouring calorimeter cells. As photons and electrons
have very similar signatures in the EMC, their reconstruc-
tion proceeds in parallel. The reconstruction of electron can-
didates, including a dedicated, cluster-seeded track-finding
algorithm to increase the efficiency for the reconstruction of
low-momentum electron tracks, is described in Ref. [11]. The
reconstruction of unconverted and converted photons in Run
2 data collected in 2015 and 2016 is largely unchanged from
the reconstruction used Run 1 and described in Ref. [7], and
can be summarised as follows:
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Fig. 1 Sketch of the lateral and longitudinal segmentation of the ATLAS electromagnetic calorimeter around η = 0
• A sliding window with a size of 3 × 5 in units of 	η×	φ
= 0.025 × 0.0245, corresponding to the granularity of the
EM calorimeter middle layer, is used to search for electro-
magnetic cluster seeds as longitudinal towers with total
cluster transverse energy above 2.5 GeV. The clusters are
then formed around the seeds using a clustering algorithm
[12] that allows for removal of duplicates. The cluster
kinematics are reconstructed using an extended window
depending on the cluster position in the calorimeter. The
efficiency of the cluster search in simulation is higher
than 99% for photons with ET > 20 GeV.
• Tracks reconstructed in the inner detector are loosely
matched to seed clusters. Seed clusters that pass loose
shower shape requirements in hadronic leakage and
energy distribution in η are used to create regions-
of-interest (ROIs), within which standard track pattern
reconstruction [13] is first performed. If the pattern recog-
nition fails for a silicon track seed that is within an ROI,
a modified pattern reconstruction algorithm is performed
based on a Kalman filter formalism [14], allowing for up
to 30% energy loss at each material intersection. Track
candidates are then fitted with the global χ2 fitter [15],
allowing for additional energy loss in cases where the
standard track fit fails. Tracks with silicon hits loosely
matched to EM clusters are re-fitted using a Gaussian-
sum filter (GSF) fitter [16], a non-linear generalization
of the Kalman filter, for improved track parameter esti-
mation.
• The loosely-matched tracks serve as input to the con-
version vertex reconstruction. Tracks with silicon hits
(referred to as Si tracks) and tracks reconstructed only in
the TRT (referred to as TRT tracks) are used for the con-
version reconstruction. Two-track conversion vertices are
reconstructed from two tracks forming a vertex consis-
tent with that of a massless particle, while single-track
vertices are built from tracks without hits in the inner-
most sensitive layers. To increase the converted photon
purity, the tracks used to build conversion vertices must
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generally have a high probability to be electron tracks as
determined by the TRT [17], especially for single-track
vertices and conversion vertices constructed from TRT
tracks. If there are multiple conversion vertices matched
to a cluster, double-track conversions with two silicon
tracks are preferred over other double-track conversions,
followed by single-track conversions. Within each cat-
egory, the vertex with the smallest conversion radius is
preferred.
• An arbitration relying on the properties of the tracks and
conversion vertices matched to a given electromagnetic
cluster is performed, to determine whether an object is
reconstructed as an electron, a converted or an uncon-
verted photon, or both as an electron and a photon object
in the ambiguous cases: clusters to which neither a con-
version vertex candidate nor any track has been matched
during the electron reconstruction are considered uncon-
verted photon candidates; clusters matched to a conver-
sion vertex candidate are considered converted photon
candidates; converted photon candidates that are also
reconstructed as electrons, the electron track is evaluated
against the properties of the track(s) originating from the
conversion vertex candidate matched to the same clus-
ter; unconverted photon candidates are recovered from
reconstructed electron candidates depending on the track
hits, momentum and E/p properties. This procedure is
discussed in details in Ref. [7].
Since the analysis reported in Ref. [7], the reconstruction
of converted photon candidates has undergone a few changes
to improve both reconstruction efficiency and rejection of
fake converted photons. Improvements are made especially
in track reconstruction and conversion vertex building for
TRT tracks:
• the reconstruction of tracks using the outside-in tracking
algorithm [13] is restricted to ROIs defined by electro-
magnetic clusters;
• the efficiency for the reconstruction of double-track TRT
conversions is improved by allowing the reconstruction
of TRT tracks which share up to 70% of hits;
• the fraction of unconverted photons reconstructed as
double- or single-track TRT conversions is reduced by
tightening the requirements on the TRT tracks: the tracks
are required to have at least 25% precision hits (a preci-
sion hit is defined as a hit with a track-to-wire distance
within 2.5 times the drift circle uncertainty [17]);
• the determination of the probability of a track to be an
electron using high-threshold hit information from the
TRT is improved, taking into account the TRT occupancy
as a measure of the pile-up level of an event [18].
With this improved reconstruction of converted photons, the
efficiency to reconstruct a true converted photon6 is higher
than 70% for simulated photons with true ET > 20 GeV.
This efficiency is higher at lower μ values, being greater
than 75% at μ ∼ 0 and decreasing to about 65% at μ ∼ 60.
The fraction of true unconverted photons in simulation that
are erroneously reconstructed as converted photons is below
9% for μ = 60, and decreases with μ to become smaller than
1% for μ < 24.
The photon energy measurement is performed using infor-
mation from the calorimeter. The photon energy calibration,
which accounts for upstream energy loss and both lateral
and longitudinal leakage, is based on the same procedure
developed in Run 1 [19], but specifically tuned to the Run
2 detector configuration [20] in order to account for a dif-
ferent amount of material upstream of the EMC, due to
the presence of the insertable B-layer. The energy of the
electromagnetic clusters associated with the photon candi-
dates is corrected in subsequent steps using a combination
of simulation-based and data-driven correction factors, with
the calibration regression being separately optimised for con-
verted and unconverted photons. The uniformity corrections
and the intercalibration of the longitudinal calorimeter layers
are unchanged from to those determined in Run 1.
In the following the photon ET is computed from the pho-
ton cluster’s calibrated energy E and the pseudorapidity η of
the barycentre of the cluster in the second layer of the EMC
as ET = E/ cosh(η).
3.2 Photon identification
The identification of photon candidates in ATLAS relies on
rectangular cuts using calorimetric variables which deliver
good separation between prompt-photons and fake signa-
tures from non-prompt-photons originating from the decay
of neutral hadrons in jets, or QCD jets depositing a large
energy fraction in the EMC. Such variables, listed in Table 1
and depicted in Fig. 2 with their respective definitions, char-
acterize the lateral and longitudinal electromagnetic shower
development in the EMC and the shower leakage fraction
in the HCAL.7 Prompt-photons typically produce narrower
energy deposits in the EMC and have smaller leakage to the
HCAL compared to background photons from jets. Addi-
tionally, background candidates from π0 → γ γ decays are
often characterized by two separate local energy maxima in
the finely segmented strips of the EMC first layer.
6 A true converted photon is defined as a photon undergoing a conver-
sion into an electron–positron pair within a distance r < 80 cm from
the interaction point.
7 The Rhad1 variable was initially used by ATLAS along the whole η
acceptance range [21]; however, the use of the normalised total hadronic
energy Rhad is found to be more effective in discriminating hadronic
showers in the region 0.8 < |η| < 1.37 [22].
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Table 1 Discriminating variables used for loose and tight photon identification
Category Description Name loose tight
Acceptance |η| < 2.37, with 1.37 ≤ |η| < 1.52 excluded –  
Hadronic leakage Ratio of ET in the first sampling layer of the hadronic calorimeter to ET of
the EM cluster (used over the range |η| < 0.8 or |η| > 1.52)
Rhad1  
Ratio of ET in the hadronic calorimeter to ET of the EM cluster (used over
the range 0.8 < |η| < 1.37)
Rhad  
EM middle layer Ratio of the energy in 3 × 7 η × φ cells over the energy in 7 × 7 cells
centered around the photon cluster position
Rη  
Lateral shower width,
√
(Eiη2i )/(Ei ) − ((Eiηi )/(Ei ))2, where Ei is
the energy and ηi is the pseudorapidity of cell i and the sum is calculated
within a window of 3 × 5 cells
wη2  
Ratio of the energy in 3 × 3 η × φ cells over the energy of 3 × 7 cells
centered around the photon cluster position
Rφ 
EM strip layer Lateral shower width,
√
(Ei (i − imax)2)/(Ei ), where i runs over all strips
in a window of 3 × 2 η × φ strips, and imax is the index of the
highest-energy strip calculated from three strips around the strip with
maximum energy deposit
ws 3 
Total lateral shower width
√
(Ei (i − imax)2)/(Ei ), where i runs over all
strips in a window of 20 × 2 η × φ strips, and imax is the index of the
highest-energy strip measured in the strip layer
ws tot 
Energy outside the core of the three central strips but within seven strips
divided by energy within the three central strips
fside 
Difference between the energy associated with the second maximum in the
strip layer and the energy reconstructed in the strip with the minimum value
found between the first and second maxima
	Es 
Ratio of the energy difference between the maximum energy deposit and the
energy deposit in the secondary maximum in the cluster to the sum of these
energies
Eratio 
Ratio of the energy in the first layer to the to the total energy of the EM cluster f1 
Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the photon identification discrim-
inating variables, from Ref. [23]. E SNC identify the electromagnetic
energy collected in the N -th longitudinal layer of the electromagnetic
calorimeter in a cluster of properties C , identifying the number and/or
properties of selected cells. Ei is the energy in the i-th cell, ηi the
pseudorapidity centre of that cell
Two reference sets of cuts–loose and tight–are specifically
defined for the pp data collected at
√
s = 13 TeV in 2015
and 2016. While the same set of discriminating variables
employed by the photon identification in Run 1 [7] are used,
the selection cuts are tuned to reduce the dependency of the
identification efficiency on pile-up, in order to cope with the
harsher Run 2 conditions. This mostly results in looser selec-
tions for converted photons, where broader electromagnetic
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showers tend to be more affected by the larger number of
interactions per beam bunch crossing.
The loose selection is based on shower shapes in the
second layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter and on the
energy deposited in the hadronic calorimeter. The tight selec-
tions add information from the finely segmented strip layer
of the calorimeter, and are separately optimised for uncon-
verted and converted photons, to account for the generally
broader lateral shower profile of the latter. The thresholds of
the selection criteria are different in seven intervals of the
reconstructed photon |η| (0.0–0.6, 0.6–0.8, 0.8–1.15, 1.15–
1.37, 1.52–1.81, 1.81–2.01, 2.01–2.37) to account for the
calorimeter geometry, and for different effects on the shower
shapes from the material upstream of the calorimeter.
The distributions of the discriminating variables for both
the prompt and background photons are affected by addi-
tional soft pp interactions that may accompany the hard-
scattering collision, referred to as in-time pile-up, as well
as by out-of-time pile-up arising from bunches before or
after the bunch where the event of interest was triggered.
Pile-up collisions result in the presence of low-ET activity
in the detector, including energy deposits in the EMC. A
greater number of superimposed pp events, μ, would gen-
erally broaden the photon shower shapes because of these
additional energy deposits in the calorimeter, thus resulting
in a lower identification efficiency for larger μ values, as
discussed in Sect. 5.5.
3.3 Photon isolation
The identification efficiencies presented in this paper are
measured for photon candidates passing an isolation require-
ment, similar to those applied to reduce hadronic background
in prompt-photon cross-section measurements [1], H → γ γ
measurements [2,24], or searches for exotic processes with
photons [4–6]. The choice of a specific isolation criterion is
determined by the actual physics analysis, since it depends on
the different background sources, the signal-to-background
ratio, and the background rejection needs. On the other hand,
it is shown in Sect. 5.6 that the photon identification efficiency
does not show a significant dependence on the chosen isola-
tion criterion. Additionally, it is shown in Sect. 5.4 that the
corrections meant to address the mismodelling by simula-
tion of the photon identification efficiency measured in data
(scale factors) do not depend, within uncertainties, on the
physics process used to measure it and the isolation criterion
of choice.
The definition of photon isolation in ATLAS is based
on the transverse energy in a cone with angular size 	R
around the direction of the photon candidate. This transverse
energy is characterized by two quantities, the calorimeter
isolation and the track isolation. The calorimeter isolation
EisoT is obtained from the sum of transverse energies of topo-
logical clusters [12] in the calorimeters, after subtracting on
an event-by-event basis the energy deposited by the photon
candidate and the contribution from the underlying event and
pile-up. This uses the method described in Refs. [25–27] and
is discussed in more detail in Ref. [7]. The track isolation
pisoT is obtained by summing the transverse momenta of all
the tracks with transverse momentum above 1 GeV and hav-
ing a distance of closest approach to the primary vertex [28]
along the beam axis |z0 sin θ | < 3 mm, and excluding the
tracks associated with photon conversions.
ATLAS analyses selecting final-state photons use a variety
of isolation selection criteria. The most commonly adopted
are a loose isolation requirement, based on both the calorime-
ter isolation and the track isolation, in both cases computed
in a cone with 	R = 0.2:
EisoT
∣∣∣
	R<0.2
< 0.065 · ET and pisoT
∣∣∣
	R<0.2
< 0.05 · ET;
a tight isolation requirement, based on the calorimeter iso-
lation computed in a cone with 	R = 0.4, and the track
isolation computed in a cone with 	R = 0.2:
EisoT
∣∣∣
	R<0.4
< 0.022 · ET + 2.45 GeV and pisoT
∣∣∣
	R<0.2
< 0.05 · ET;
an alternative version of the tight isolation requirement
(calorimeter-only tight), based only on the calorimeter iso-
lation:
EisoT
∣∣∣
	R<0.4
< 0.022 · ET + 2.45 GeV;
and a legacy isolation requirement, requiring a fixed selection
on the calorimeter isolation:
EisoT
∣∣∣
	R<0.4
< 4 GeV .
The data/MC corrections to the electromagnetic shower
shape variables discussed in Sect. 4 are computed using pho-
ton candidates satisfying the calorimeter-only tight isolation
criterion. The measurements of photon identification effi-
ciency reported in Sect. 5 are performed for isolated pho-
ton candidates meeting the loose criterion, apart from the
measurement using radiative Z decays, which is nominally
performed for the tight criterion, and repeated using the
loose isolation and the calorimeter-only tight isolation cri-
teria in order to evaluate the potential dependency of the
identification efficiency on the photon isolation (Sect. 5.6).
The measurement of the electron-to-photon fake rate dis-
cussed in Sect. 6 is performed for isolated photon can-
didates satisfying the loose criterion, and its dependency
on the isolation selection verified on candidates meeting
the tight and calorimeter-only tight criteria. The conver-
sion reconstruction efficiency reported in Sect. 7 is per-
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formed for isolated photon candidates satisfying the legacy
criterion.
4 Collision and simulated data samples
The measurements presented in this paper use proton–proton
(pp) collisions at √s = 13 TeV recorded by the ATLAS
detector in 2015 and 2016 during the LHC Run 2. The data
are required to pass good quality requirements on the detector
performance and object reconstruction, leading to 36.1 fb−1
of integrated luminosity. The inclusive photon measurement
discussed in Sect. 5.3 relaxes the requirement on the perfor-
mance of the ATLAS muon spectrometer, and uses 36.7 fb−1
of integrated luminosity. In these datasets the mean number
of interactions per bunch crossing is 13.5 in 2015 data and
24.9 in 2016 data.
Two of the methods used to measure the photon identi-
fication efficiency described in Sect. 5 rely on the use of Z
boson decays into electron–positron pairs Z → e+e− and
on Z boson radiative decays Z → γ ( = e, μ): these
events are selected in data collected with the lowest-threshold
unprescaled lepton triggers. The single-electron trigger has
a transverse momentum threshold of 24 GeV in 2015 and in
most of 2016, and of 26 GeV in the last data-taking period of
2016; the single-muon trigger uses a transverse momentum
threshold increased from 20 to 26 GeV in 2015 depending
on the instantaneous luminosity, and of 24 GeV in 2016. The
dielectron trigger has a transverse momentum threshold of
9 GeV in 2015 and in most of 2016, and of 10 GeV in the
last data-taking period of 2016; the dimuon trigger has a
transverse momentum threshold of 8 GeV in both 2015 and
2016. The third method for measuring the photon identifi-
cation efficiency uses a sample of single-photon candidates,
selected in data from events collected with single-photon trig-
gers with loose identification requirements and large prescale
factors, thus exploiting only a fraction of the total luminosity.
The lowest transverse momentum threshold of these single-
photon triggers is 10 GeV in both 2015 and 2016.
Simulated MC samples of prompt-photon production
were generated with Pythia8 [29,30]. Such samples include
the leading-order γ + jet events from qg → qγ and qq¯ →
gγ hard scattering, as well as prompt-photons from quark
fragmentation in QCD dijet events. Samples of background
photons in jets were produced by generating with Pythia8
all tree-level 2→2 QCD processes, removing γ + jet events
from quark fragmentation. Simulated samples of Z → γ
( = e, μ) events were generated with Sherpa [31] or
with Powheg- Box [32,33] interfaced to Photos [34] for
the modelling of QED final-state radiation and to Pythia8
for showering, hadronization and modelling of the under-
lying event. Z(→ )+jet MC events were generated for
both  = e and  = μ with Sherpa. All MC samples were
processed through a full simulation of the ATLAS detector
response [35] using Geant4 [36]. Pile-up pp interactions
in the same and nearby bunch crossings are included in the
simulation. MC samples were reweighted to reproduce the
distribution of μ observed in data.
4.1 Data-driven corrections to shower shapes in simulated
data
The distributions of the photon transverse shower shapes in
the ATLAS MC simulation do not perfectly describe those
observed in data. While these distributions in simulation are
rather similar in shape to those found in the data, small
systematic differences in their average values are observed,
pointing to a mismodelling in MC simulation of the lateral
profile development of the electromagnetic showers, while,
overall, the longitudinal electromagnetic shower profiles are
well described. These differences between data and MC dis-
tributions are measured and parameterised as simple shifts to
be applied to the MC-simulated values to align with the dis-
tributions observed in data. The shifts are calculated by min-
imizing the χ2 between the data and the shifted MC distribu-
tions of photon candidates satisfying the tight identification
criteria and the calorimeter isolation requirement described
in the previous section. The shifts are computed in inter-
vals of the reconstructed photon pseudorapidity and trans-
verse momentum. The pseudorapidity intervals are the same
as those used to define the photon selection criteria, while
the ET bin boundaries are 8, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80,
100, 250, and 1000 GeV. Photon candidates from Z → γ
events are used for ET < 50 GeV, while candidates from
single-photon events are used for ET > 50 GeV. The cor-
rection factors are measured from both types of events in
the overlapping ET region around 50 GeV and found to be
compatible.
The typical size of the correction is 10% of the root-
mean-square of the distribution of the corresponding vari-
able in data. The corresponding correction to the photon
efficiency predicted by simulation varies with pseudorapid-
ity between −10 and −5% for photon transverse momenta
close to 10 GeV, and approaches zero for transverse momenta
above 50 GeV. Examples of the simulated discriminating
variable distributions before and after corrections, for con-
verted and unconverted photon candidates originating from
Z boson radiative decays, are shown in Fig. 3. For com-
parison, the distributions observed in data for candidates
passing the Z boson radiative decay selection illustrated in
Sect. 5.1, are also shown. Improved agreement between the
shower shape distributions in data and simulation after apply-
ing such corrections is clearly visible. Residual discrepancies
are observed in the tail of the distributions. Their effect on
the MC description of the photon identification efficiency is
addressed with data/MC scale factors. Similarly, while there
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Fig. 3 Distributions of the calorimetric discriminating variables Rη
and ws 3 for converted and unconverted photon candidates with ET ∈
[10, 50] GeV and |η| < 2.37 (excluding 1.37 ≤ |η| < 1.52) selected
from +−γ events (black dots). The distributions for true photons from
simulated Z → γ events are also shown. for the uncorrected sim-
ulation (dashed red line) and the simulation corrected by the average
shift between data and simulation distributions (solid blue line). The
definition of the plotted variables is given in Table 1 and Fig. 2
are correlations between variables and this might not be per-
fectly described by simulation, these simple corrections do
not attempt to address such a potential mismodelling, whose
impact would instead be collectively taken into account with
the same data/MC scale factors mentioned above.
In all the analyses described in Sect. 5 the reference
simulated samples are modified with the correction factors
described above, while in Sect. 5.4 the measured photon iden-
tification efficiencies are compared with the values in both
the uncorrected and corrected MC samples.
5 Measurements of the photon identification efficiency
The efficiency εID of the tight photon identification criterion
described in Sect. 3.2 is measured in data using three meth-
ods:
• Radiative Z decays: this method uses a clean sample of
low-energy photons obtained from Z → γ decays
( = e, μ). This allows measurements of εID from ET =
10 GeV, below which photons are not reconstructed, to
ET ∼ 100 GeV, beyond which event yields are insuffi-
cient. The method is described in detail in Sect. 5.1 below.
• Electron extrapolation: this method uses a sample of
electromagnetic showers from electrons originating from
Z → ee decays, identified using a tag-and-probe method.
These showers are modified so that their shape informa-
tion matches the properties of photon showers, and used
to measure εID in the region 25 < ET < 150 GeV where
sufficient numbers of Z → ee electron candidates are
available. The method is described in detail in Sect. 5.2
below.
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• Inclusive photons:8 this method uses an inclusive photon
sample collected using single-photon triggers. The effi-
ciency of a tight track-based isolation criterion is used to
obtain the fraction of prompt-photons in the full sam-
ple and in the subsample satisfying the tight identifi-
cation criterion, from which a measurement of εID can
be derived. The measurement is performed over a wide
kinematic range spanning 25 GeV < ET < 1.5 TeV. At
low transverse energy this is limited by the prescaling of
single-photon triggers below ET = 140 GeV, and at high
transverse energy by limited event yields. The method is
described in detail in Sect. 5.3 below.
The efficiencies are reported in each case for converted and
unconverted photons separately, since their distributions for
the discriminating variables listed in Table 1 typically differ
due to differences in electromagnetic shower development.
Efficiencies are measured in a two-dimensional interval grid
in photon ET and |η| with boundaries at 10, 15, 20, 25, 30,
35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 80, 100, 125, 150, 175, 250 and 1500 GeV
and 0, 0.6, 1.37, 1.81 and 2.37 respectively; each method
covers only a subspace of this region, as described above.
The various methods provide measurements covering
overlapping kinematic ranges, where the measured values
of the photon identification efficiency can be compared.
Because of the different compositions of the prompt-photon
samples used to measure the efficiencies (i.e. the varying frac-
tion of photons originating from fragmentation processes),
the three methods are not necessarily expected to provide the
same efficiency values for the same photon ET and η. On
the other hand, one expects any residual mismodelling of the
photon identification efficiency by MC simulation to be inde-
pendent of the physics process used to measure the efficiency,
since it would mostly be due to an imperfect modelling of
the detector response. For this reason, the corrections for this
mismodelling are expected to be universal, and the correc-
tion values obtained from the various methods are therefore
combined for increased precision (see Sect. 5.4).
5.1 Photons from Z boson radiative decays
Radiative Z decays are selected by requiring the presence
of a photon candidate and an opposite-charge pair of elec-
tron or muon candidates. Photon candidates are required to
have a transverse momentum ET > 10 GeV and a pseudo-
rapidity in the range |η| < 1.37 or 1.52 ≤ |η| < 2.37. The
loose isolation selection described in Sect. 3.3 is applied for
the nominal results, while the effect of applying alternative
isolation criteria is studied in Sect. 5.6. No other selection
is applied to the photon, in order to avoid biases due to the
photon selection in the efficiency measurement.
8 Called Matrix Method in Ref. [7].
The events are selected using unprescaled single-lepton
and dilepton triggers with the lowest transverse momentum
threshold.
Muons candidates are required to be reconstructed from
hits in both the MS and the ID [37]. They must fulfil the condi-
tions ET > 10 GeV and |η| < 2.5, and the impact parameters
of their track must be compatible with originating from the
primary event vertex. They must fulfil the medium identifi-
cation criterion [37], which is based on the overall quality of
the track fit and the compatibility of track parameters mea-
sured in the ID and the MS, with selection cuts chosen to be
99% efficient. They must also satisfy the loose isolation cri-
terion [37], defined similarly to those described for photons
in Sect. 3.3.
Electron candidates are required to have ET > 10 GeV
and |η| < 2.47, excluding the barrel–endcap transition
region, and their track must fulfil loose impact parameter
selections. They are required to satisfy the medium identifica-
tion criterion [11], which relies mainly on information about
the shape of the associated cluster in the electromagnetic
calorimeter and transition radiation emission in the TRT.
Electrons are also required to meet the loose isolation cri-
terion [11] similar to the one described in Sect. 3.3.
Radiative decays are selected by requiring 40 < m <
83 GeV and 80 < mγ < 100 GeV, were m is the invari-
ant mass of the dilepton system and mγ that of the two
leptons and the photon. These selections are meant to isolate
the radiative decays from events where the photon originates
from initial state radiation. Distributions of the m and mγ
quantities for the electron channel are shown in the left panel
of Fig. 4. Separations 	R > 0.2 and 	R > 0.4 are required
between the photon and the closest muon and electron can-
didate respectively, in order to avoid biases in the photon
shower shape and isolation variables. About 170,000 uncon-
verted photons and 60,000 converted photons are found to
pass all selections in the μμγ channel, and about 90,000 and
30,000 respectively in the eeγ channel.
A small background contamination occurs due to Z → 
decays accompanied by a jet which is misidentified as a
photon, particularly if the photon candidate has low trans-
verse momentum. The size of these contributions is estimated
using a fit of the mγ shape in data over the range 65 <
mγ < 105 GeV. The model uses signal and background
shapes obtained in simulated samples of Z → +−γ
and Z → +− + jet production respectively, described
in Sect. 4. The signal and background yields are deter-
mined by the fit, an example of which is shown in the
right panel of Fig. 4 for the electron channel. In the region
10 < ET < 25 GeV, the purity of the selection, defined as
the ratio of the Z → γ yield to the total sample size, is
measured to be about 82% in the μμγ channel and 86% in the
eeγ channel. After applying photon identification cuts, this
purity becomes about 94% in the μμγ channel and 97% in
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Fig. 4 Left: distribution of meeγ vs. mee in events satisfying all
Z → eeγ selection criteria except those for meeγ and mee; the hor-
izontal and vertical dashed lines show the selections used to isolate
radiative decays, 40 < mee < 83 GeV and 80 < meeγ < 100 GeV.
Right: distribution of the invariant mass meeγ for events meeting all
selection criteria except the meeγ selection, and in which the photon
has 10 < ET < 15 GeV (black dots). The solid gray line represents
the result of the fit to the data of the distribution to the sum of invariant
mass templates for signal (dashed red line) and background (dotted blue
line), both obtained from Sherpa MC simulation. The vertical dashed
lines define the mass window used in the measurement
the eeγ channel. The photon identification efficiency is then
computed as εID = (Ppass N passdata )/(P total N totaldata ), where N totaldata
(P total) and N passdata (Ppass) are the numbers of events (purities)
in the full sample and the subset in which the photon passes
the identification cuts respectively. The computation is per-
formed separately for the μμγ and eeγ channels in (ET, |η|)
intervals ranging up to ET = 100 GeV. For ET > 25 GeV,
the purity in the full sample is above 96% and no correction
is applied, but a systematic uncertainty is included to account
for the residual background level. The μμγ and eeγ results
are combined as discussed in Sect. 5.4.
The following sources of systematic uncertainties are con-
sidered:
• A closure test is made by performing the measurement on
a sample consisting of known fractions of simulated sig-
nal and background events. This test is only performed for
ET < 25 GeV, because of the the limited number of MC
events at higher transverse momenta. Deviations from the
true identification efficiency are included as systematic
uncertainties. Their value is below 1% in all regions.
• An uncertainty in the level of background contamination
is assessed by computing εID with and without account-
ing for the background component, and using the differ-
ences between the two results in each region as a system-
atic uncertainty. Its values are less than 2.5%, except in
the region ET < 15 GeV where they are as large as 8%.
• An uncertainty in the description of the detector in sim-
ulation is assessed by using an alternative geometry with
additional inactive material in front of the calorimeter
when obtaining the simulated signal distribution. The
amount of additional material is chosen to be compatible
with the measurements performed using Run 1 data [19].
The determination of εID is repeated with this config-
uration, and the relative changes in the results for each
region are counted as systematic uncertainties. Their val-
ues are typically below 2%, but up to 5% in the endcap
and negligible for ET > 25 GeV.
• Similarly to the above, the generator used in the signal
simulation is changed from Sherpa to Powheg- Box.
The impact of this change on the computed εID is typi-
cally 3% or less except for ET < 15 GeV where it is as
large as 10%, and is included as a systematic uncertainty.
The statistical uncertainty is obtained from the mγ shape
fit. It remains typically below 1% for ET < 40 GeV but rises
to about 5% at 80 GeV. The total uncertainty reaches 5–15%
for ET < 15 GeV, about 5% for 15 < ET < 25 GeV, 1%
for 25 < ET < 40 GeV and then follows a rise driven by the
statistical uncertainty. Results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
5.2 Electron extrapolation
The electron extrapolation method uses a clean sample of
electron candidates from Z → ee decays. The distributions
of the shower shapes associated with electron candidates are
then modified with a Smirnov transform, estimated from sim-
ulation and discussed below, to reproduce those associated
with photon candidates.
Electrons are selected using a tag-and-probe method, in
order to avoid selection biases in the electron shower shape
distributions: most of the selections are applied to one of the
electrons (the tag), while only a loose selection is applied
to the other electron (the probe) from which shower shape
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distributions are then obtained. The events are required to
pass a single-electron trigger selection, and the trigger object
must match the tag electron. Both electrons are required to
have ET > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.37, excluding the transi-
tion region between barrel and endcap calorimeters. The tag
electron is required to pass the tight identification require-
ment [11], while the probe electron is only required to have
a track with at least seven track hits in the semiconductor
tracker and at least one hit in the pixel detector. However,
in order to match the photon selection described below, the
probe electron is required to pass the loose isolation require-
ment as described in Sect. 3.3. There must also be no more
than one jet (the one reconstructed from the energy deposited
in the calorimeter by the electron) with ET > 20 GeV and
within 	R = 0.4 of the probe electron. The two electrons
are required to have opposite charges and an invariant mass
in the range 70 < mee < 110 GeV.
The shower-shape variables listed in Table 1 are obtained
from the electromagnetic clusters of the electron in the same
way as for photons. Differences between the distributions
of photon and electron shower shapes are corrected using
simulation. A set of simulated probe electrons is selected
by applying the selection above to Z → ee simulated sig-
nal events. A set of simulated photons is selected in single-
photon simulated samples by applying the same ET, |η| and
isolation selections as described above for the probe elec-
trons, and requiring the photon candidate to be matched to a
true photon object.
In each case, the distribution of each shower-shape vari-
able xi is then obtained, with shifts applied to the photon dis-
tributions as described in Sect. 4.1, and a similar procedure
applied to the electron distributions. Smirnov transforms9 Si
are defined by the relations:
xγ,i = Si
(
xe,i
) ≡ F−1γ,i Fe,i (xe,i ),
where Fγ,i and Fe,i are the cumulative distributions of xi
for simulated photons and electrons respectively [38]. The
transformations are such that for an input xe,i following the
electron distribution, the output xγ,i follows the photon distri-
bution. They are therefore applied to the shower shape prop-
erties of data electrons in order to match the expected photon
profiles. Transformations are separately computed for con-
verted and unconverted photons for all discriminating vari-
ables. An example of the procedure is shown in Fig. 5 for the
Rφ variable for converted photons.
The transformed variables are then used to apply the pho-
ton identification selection to the electrons in the same way
as for photon candidates. The ratio of the number of trans-
formed electron candidates passing the photon selections to
9 The Smirnov transform is also known as the inverse probability inte-
gral transform [38].
the total number of electron candidates is used to estimate εID
separately in each (ET, |η|) bin, and separately for converted
and unconverted photons.
The data sample includes a small contamination from pro-
cesses where the probe is a fake electron, mainly from mul-
tijet and W +jets production. The size of this contamination
is estimated in each ET and |η| bin using a shape fit of the
mee variable over the range 70 < mee < 110 GeV with a
signal and a background component. The shape of the signal
component is obtained from the simulated electron sample.
The background shape is obtained from the data by requiring
that the probe electron fail at least two of the loose electron
identification selections of the cut-based selection defined in
Ref. [11], as well as the calorimeter-based requirement of
the loose isolation selection. The background contribution is
estimated separately in each analysis bin and subtracted from
both the numerator and denominator in the computation of
εID.
The following sources of systematic uncertainties are con-
sidered:
• A closure test of the Smirnov transform procedure is
performed by comparing photon identification efficien-
cies for transformed MC electrons and MC photons. This
check accounts in particular for a difference in the corre-
lations of shower-shape variables between photons and
electrons, which are not modified by the per-variable
Smirnov transforms. The effect is found to be at most
1% for converted photons and 2% for unconverted pho-
tons.
• An uncertainty is assigned to the background subtraction
technique by repeating the measurement while using the
range 80 < mee < 100 GeV for the template fit. The
difference between this result and the nominal result is
used as a systematic uncertainty.
• An uncertainty is assigned because of the difference in
the fraction of converted photons between data and simu-
lation, which impacts the simulated shower shapes used
to derive the Smirnov transforms. The fraction of true
converted photons in the simulated photon sample is
varied by ±10%, an amplitude which covers the differ-
ences between data and simulation reported in Sect. 7;
the resulting change in εID is used to estimate the uncer-
tainty. The effect is of the order of 0.2% or less, and up
to about 1% in the first endcap |η| bin.
• As described in Sect. 4.1, shifts are applied to simulated
shower shape distributions to align them with those in
data. These do not, however, capture the full difference
between data and simulation if the shapes cannot be rec-
onciled by simple shifts. The impact of the residual dif-
ferences is accounted for by defining for each variable a
range of shift values such that, for any value of the vari-
able, the data distribution can be locally matched to the
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Fig. 5 Illustration of the
Smirnov transform technique
applied to photon and electron
shower shapes. Rφ is chosen as
an example of a shower shape
which differs notably between
electrons and photons. The Rφ
distribution in each sample (top
left) is used to calculate the
corresponding cumulative
distributions (top right). From
the two cumulative distributions,
a Smirnov transformation can be
derived (bottom left). Applying
the transformation leads to an
Rφ distribution which closely
matches the photon distribution.
The definition of the Rφ is given
in Table 1 and Fig. 2
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simulated distribution by a shift belonging to the range of
allowed shift values. The measurement is then repeated
with the endpoints of the range replacing the nominal
value of the shift for each variable. The sum in quadra-
ture of the maximum changes relative to the nominal
measurement for each variable is used as an uncertainty.
The uncertainties are typically below 1% at low ET. How-
ever, the relatively tight cut on the fside variable in the
1.81 ≤ |η| < 2.37 bin leads to uncertainties of about 5%
for unconverted photons and 2% for converted photons.
• An uncertainty is assigned to the fraction of photons orig-
inating from fragmentation processes in the simulation.
These photons are less isolated than direct photons and
have broader showers, which affects the Smirnov trans-
forms. The uncertainty is computed as the variation in εID
when the number of fragmentation photons is varied by
± 50% in simulation. The uncertainty is typically 0.3%
or less, rising to 1% at high ET.
• Finally, an uncertainty is assigned to account for statis-
tical uncertainties in the simulation sample. The uncer-
tainty is computed by iteratively resampling the simu-
lated samples, recomputing εID for each iteration, and
the uncertainty is extracted as the width of the resulting
distribution. The uncertainties are typically 0.3%, and up
to 0.6% at high ET.
The statistical uncertainty is computed by iteratively resam-
pling the data as described above for the simulated samples.
It remains below 0.1% over the range 25 < ET < 150 GeV
covered by this measurement. Overall, the total uncertainty
reaches about 2% at low ET, and is typically below 1% for
ET > 40 GeV. However, values of up to 5% are reached for
unconverted photons in the bin 1.81 ≤ |η| < 2.37 due to
the data–MC differences noted above in the fside variable.
Results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
5.3 Inclusive photon method
This method is based on an inclusive photon sample col-
lected by single-photon triggers. These triggers have thresh-
olds ranging from 10 to 140 GeV and require loose photon
identification selections. They are prescaled except at the
140 GeV threshold, but provide large photon datasets at high
ET, with a few hundred events in each bin for ET > 250 GeV,
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Fig. 6 Left: Track isolation efficiency in the inclusive sample sepa-
rately for prompt (blue), fake (red) and all (black) photons for uncon-
verted photons in the region |η| < 0.6. Right: signal purity Ppass for
unconverted photons satisfying the tight identification criteria (blue) and
signal purity P total in the inclusive sample (red) for the region |η| < 0.6.
The P total curve on the right plot is obtained from the total curve rel-
ative to the γ and bkg ones in the left plot, following Eq. (1). In both
plots statistical uncertainties are shown as error bars but are generally
not visible
allowing efficiency measurements to be performed up to
ET ∼ 1.5 TeV.
In addition to the trigger requirements, the photons are
required to have ET > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.37, excluding
the region 1.37 ≤ |η| < 1.52, and to pass the loose isolation
requirements described in Sect. 3.3. However, the purity of
the sample, defined as the fraction of true photon candidates,
is low, especially at low photon ET, both with and without
the identification cuts applied. The identification efficiency
can be estimated as
εID = P
pass N pass
P total N total
where P total and Ppass are the purities in the full sample and
the subset passing the tight photon identification selection
respectively, and N total and N pass are the total number of pho-
ton candidates in each case. As described below, the purities
are estimated using a tight isolation criterion which requires
that no track with pT > 1 GeV is within 0.1 < 	R < 0.4 of
the photon cluster, the lower bound in 	R being introduced
to avoid selecting conversion tracks.
Purities are obtained by comparing the efficiency for this
selection in data before (after) tight photon identification cuts
are applied, total (pass), with reference efficiency values for
the true photon component, totalγ (passγ ), and background
component, totalbkg (passbkg ), as
Ppass (total) = 
pass (total) − pass (total)bkg

pass (total)
γ − pass (total)bkg
. (1)
The γ are estimated from simulation, and the bkg from data.
The efficiency totalbkg in the full sample is measured in the
subset which fails the tight photon identification selection,
in order to reduce the contamination from true photons. The
efficiency passbkg after tight photon identification cuts, is sim-
ilarly evaluated by inverting some photon identification cuts
to reduce the contamination from true photons. The inverted
cuts are chosen to be the criteria for the ws 3, fside, 	Es and
Eratio quantities, which are measured in the finely segmented
first layer of the calorimeter and thus expected to be largely
uncorrelated with isolation. In both cases, the residual con-
tamination from true photons is subtracted using identifica-
tion and track isolation efficiencies obtained from simulation
and a data-driven overall normalisation. The evolution of the
tight isolation efficiencies and the sample purities as a func-
tion of photon ET is shown in Fig. 6 for unconverted photons
in |η| < 0.6. The isolation efficiency for prompt-photons is
nearly constant in ET, while for fake photons the efficiency
decreases with ET since higher-energy fake photons are typ-
ically associated with higher-energy jets, which are more
likely to contain tracks. For unconverted photons, the puri-
ties P total before photon identification selections are found
to range from about 30% at low ET to about 85% at high
ET. After applying the tight photon identification selection,
this rises to about 50% at low ET and about 90% at high ET.
For converted photons the purities are lower, ranging from
20% to 60% before the identification requirement and 40%
to 80% after it is applied.
Finally, since the efficiency  is computed using a sample
of photons which pass the loose identification selection, a cor-
rection obtained from prompt-photon simulation is applied
to measure εID.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of the data-driven measurements of the identifi-
cation efficiency for unconverted photons as a function of ET, for the
four pseudorapidity intervals a |η| < 0.6, b 0.6 ≤ |η| < 1.37, c
1.52 ≤ |η| < 1.81, and d 1.81 ≤ |η| < 2.37. The error bars represent
the sum in quadrature of the statistical and systematic uncertainties esti-
mated in each method. The shaded areas correspond to the statistical
uncertainties. The last bin extends to 1.5 TeV
The following sources of systematic uncertainties are con-
sidered:
• A closure check on the computation of the background
efficiencies totalbkg and 
pass
bkg is performed by determining
their values as described above in a sample of simulated
multijet production (see Sect. 4). The relative differences
between these values and the true value is used as a sys-
tematic uncertainty. The uncertainty reaches 18% at low
ET but is about 3% at 50 GeV and below 1% at high ET.
• An uncertainty due to the tight isolation requirement is
evaluated by changing the size of the isolation cone from
0.4 to 0.2. The uncertainty reaches 8% at low ET, but is
less than 1% above 50 GeV.
• An uncertainty due to the description of the detector in
simulated samples is derived in the same way as for the
method using radiative Z decays, using samples with
variations in the amount of inactive material in front of
the calorimeter. The size of the uncertainty is typically
1% at low ET and at the per-mil level at high ET, except
for the unconverted photons in the first endcap bin where
uncertainties reach 4%.
• The statistical uncertainties in the simulation samples are
accounted for using the electron extrapolation method by
iteratively resampling the corresponding datasets, and are
typically 0.5% or less.
The statistical uncertainty is computed as the width of the
distribution of results obtained when repeating the measure-
ment on pseudo-datasets obtained by resampling the data
and reach 1–2% for ET < 50 GeV and typically 0.5%
at higher ET. The total uncertainty reaches to 7–18% at
ET = 25 GeV, but 2–3% at 40 GeV and 1% or less above
100 GeV except for unconverted photons for ET > 250 GeV
and 1.52 ≤ |η| < 1.81 where it reaches 4% as noted above.
Results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
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Fig. 8 Comparison of the data-driven measurements of the identifi-
cation efficiency for converted photons as a function of ET, for the
four pseudorapidity intervals a |η| < 0.6, b 0.6 ≤ |η| < 1.37, c
1.52 ≤ |η| < 1.81, and d 1.81 ≤ |η| < 2.37. The error bars represent
the sum in quadrature of the statistical and systematic uncertainties esti-
mated in each method. The shaded areas correspond to the statistical
uncertainties. The last bin extends to 1.5 TeV
5.4 Results and combination
The efficiencies εID measured in data for each method are
shown in Fig. 7 for unconverted photons, and in Fig. 8 for
converted photons. The results obtained in Sect. 5.1 in the
Z → eeγ and Z → μμγ channels are found to be in good
agreement and are therefore combined and shown as Z →
γ . The combination is performed following the method
presented below.
The three methods show excellent agreement over the
energy ranges where their measurements overlap, with pho-
ton εID values ranging from 50–60% at ET = 10 GeV, to
95–99% (unconverted) and 88–96% (converted) for photons
with ET above 250 GeV . The εID values obtained from the
inclusive photon and electron extrapolation methods can be
compared directly, since they both apply to photons from
the γ + jet prompt-photon production process. The radiative
Z method applies to the photon sample obtained from the
Z → γ process, with a different εID value due to dif-
ferences in the photon kinematics within each measurement
bin, and because of the impact of photons from fragmenta-
tion processes in γ + jet production, which are absent from
Z → γ . Fragmentation photons are typically identified
with lower efficiency, due to higher hadronic activity around
the photon candidate. However, they only constitute a small
fraction of the total sample, about 10% at low ET and a few
percent at higher ET [7], and their impact does not lead to
significant differences between the εID values measured by
the different methods.
Efficiency scale factors (SF) are computed as the ratios of
the data-driven values of εID to the values obtained in sim-
ulation. To account for the differences in photon properties
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Fig. 9 Comparison of the measurements of the data-driven identifica-
tion efficiency for unconverted photons measurements obtained using
the radiative Z method with the predictions from Z → γ simu-
lation as a function of photon ET, for the four pseudorapidity inter-
vals a |η| < 0.6, b 0.6 ≤ |η| < 1.37, c 1.52 ≤ |η| < 1.81, and d
1.81 ≤ |η| < 2.37. Predictions are shown for both the nominal simula-
tion and with the corrections described in Sect. 4.1. The bottom panels
show the ratio of the data-driven values to the MC predictions (referred
to as efficiency corrections in the text)
discussed above, simulated γ + jet production is used for the
electron extrapolation and inclusive photon methods, while
Z → γ simulation is used for the radiative Z method.
Results from the radiative Z method are shown in Figs. 9
and 10 for unconverted and converted photons respectively,
while those from the other two methods are shown in Figs. 11
and 12. The SF values are all compatible with unity, and do
not show significant trends as a function of ET.
To increase the measurement precision in the ranges where
measurements from different methods are available, a com-
bination of the three measurements is performed. The SF
values are combined rather than the εID directly, in order
to account for the small differences discussed above in the
composition of the photon samples which may affect the
measured εID value. The combination is performed using the
BLUE algorithm [39,40]: the combined scale factor in each
measurement bin computed as a linear combination of the
per-method scale factors, with coefficients that are obtained
from the values of their statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties and their correlations.
Statistical uncertainties are taken to be uncorrelated since
the methods are applied to disjoint datasets. Systematic
uncertainties in material modelling, which affect both the
radiative Z and inclusive photon method, are expected to
have correlated effects in these two measurements. How-
ever, since these methods provide measurements in largely
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Fig. 10 Comparison of the measurements of the data-driven identifica-
tion efficiency for converted photons measurements obtained using the
radiative Z method with the predictions from Z → γ simulation as a
function of photon ET, for the four pseudorapidity intervals a |η| < 0.6,
b 0.6 ≤ |η| < 1.37, c 1.52 ≤ |η| < 1.81, and d 1.81 ≤ |η| < 2.37.
Predictions are shown for both the nominal simulation and with the cor-
rections described in Sect. 4.1. The bottom panels show the ratio of the
data-driven values to the MC predictions (referred to as scale factors in
the text)
disjoint photon ET intervals, the correlation assumption has a
negligible impact on the combined result. All sources of sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainties are therefore assumed to
be uncorrelated. The combined results are shown in Figs. 13
and 14 for unconverted and converted photons respectively.
The central values are again compatible within uncertain-
ties, which are at the level of 1% or less in the region
30 < ET < 150 GeV, as well as at higher ET except-
ing the region 1.52 ≤ |η| < 1.81 where they reach 4% at
ET = 1.5 TeV. For ET < 30 GeV the uncertainties rise due
to the limited size of the photon samples, reaching 25% at
ET = 10 GeV.
5.5 Dependency of the photon identification efficiency on
pile-up
The presence of additional pp interactions together with the
hard-scattering process is expected to affect the photon iso-
lation efficiency. To describe this effect, the simulated MC
events are reweighted to reproduce the distribution of μ
observed in data. Thus, if the dependence of the identifi-
cation efficiency on μ is correctly described by simulation,
there is no need to account for it in analyses using photons.
The dependency of the photon identification efficiency on
μ is measured using photon candidates originating from the
Z → γ radiative decay process, following the procedure
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Fig. 11 Comparison of the measurements of the data-driven identifi-
cation efficiency for unconverted photons obtained using the electron
extrapolation and inclusive photon methods with the predictions from
prompt-photon + jet simulation as a function of photon ET, for the
four pseudorapidity intervals a |η| < 0.6, b 0.6 ≤ |η| < 1.37, c
1.52 ≤ |η| < 1.81, and d 1.81 ≤ |η| < 2.37. Predictions are shown
for both the nominal simulation and with the corrections described in
Sect. 4.1. The bottom panels show the ratio of the data-driven values to
the MC predictions (referred to as scale factors in the text). The last bin
extends to 1.5 TeV
described in Sect. 5.1 and using only data collected in 2016.
The measurement is restricted to candidates with transverse
momentum ET > 20 GeV for which background contami-
nation is lower, and no background subtraction procedure is
performed. The requirement ET < 40 GeV is also applied
to avoid large statistical uncertainties. Figure 15 shows the
evolution of photon identification efficiency for these events
as a function of μ in different regions of pseudorapidity, as
measured in data and in MC simulation. A clear dependency
is observed, with the photon identification efficiency drop-
ping by about 10–15% when going from μ ∼ 5 to μ ∼ 40,
depending on the photon candidate’s pseudorapidity and con-
version status. The ratio of the efficiency dependence on μ
in data to that in simulation is modelled with a linear depen-
dence on μ and found to be compatible with a constant value
within the measurement uncertainties in all detector regions
for both the unconverted and converted photons.10 Similar
results are obtained with lower precision from the other mea-
surement methods.
5.6 Dependency of the photon identification efficiency on
isolation
All measurements of the photon identification efficiency dis-
cussed in Sect. 5 are performed for isolated photons satisfy-
10 Any constant difference from unity in the data/MC ratio is accounted
for by the efficiency scale factors.
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Fig. 12 Comparison of the measurements of the data-driven identifica-
tion efficiency for converted photons obtained using the electron extrap-
olation and inclusive photon methods with the predictions from prompt-
photon+jet simulation as a function of photon ET, for the four pseudo-
rapidity intervals a |η| < 0.6, b 0.6 ≤ |η| < 1.37, c 1.52 ≤ |η| < 1.81,
and d 1.81 ≤ |η| < 2.37. Predictions are shown for both the nominal
simulation and with the corrections described in Sect. 4.1. The bottom
panels show the ratio of the data-driven values to the MC predictions
(referred to as scale factors in the text). The last bin extends to 1.5 TeV
ing the loose isolation selection described in Sect. 3.3. The
dependency of the identification efficiency is also studied as
a function of the isolation criterion, using photon candidates
from radiative Z → γ decays, and following the same pro-
cedure discussed in Sect. 5.1. Due to the high purity of these
photon candidates, it is possible to perform the measurement
for the tight isolation selection described in Sect. 3.3, or for an
isolation requirement using only the calorimeter requirement
of the tight selection. The results obtained are in agreement
with the nominal ones within the respective systematic and
statistical uncertainties.
6 Measurement of the e → γ fake-rate
Although the photon and the electron reconstruction algo-
rithms are designed to reduce the misidentification of elec-
trons as photons (see Sect. 3.1 for details) a residual small
fraction of electrons can still be reconstructed as photon
candidates and pass the photon identification requirements.
Since the reconstruction efficiency of an electromagnetic
cluster is about 100%, the fraction of electrons wrongly
reconstructed and misidentified as photon candidates is
mainly due to tracking inefficiency or bad matching of the
track with the electromagnetic cluster reconstructed in the
calorimeter.
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Fig. 13 Efficiency scale factors (SF) for each method and their combination for unconverted photons. The last bin extends to 1.5 TeV
The electron-to-photon fake-rate is defined as the ratio of
the probability of wrongly reconstructing and identifying an
electron as a photon to the probability of correctly recon-
structing an electron:
Fe→γ ≡ (e
truth → γ reco)γ
(etruth → ereco)e ≡
ρ
1 − ρ
γ
e
,
where γ and e are the identification efficiency for the pho-
ton and the electron respectively and ρ is the fraction of true
electrons reconstructed as photon candidates. The fake-rate
Fe→γ can be used to estimate the background from single-
electrons misidentified as photons in analyses using photons:
a control region is defined using the same selection as for the
signal region, except that the photon reconstruction and iden-
tification criteria are replaced by the electron selection crite-
ria given below. The misidentified electron background yield
is then obtained as the product of Fe→γ with the observed
electron yield in this control region.
The fake-rate Fe→γ is measured in data from the numbers
of electron–positron candidates from Z → ee decays that are
reconstructed as ee or eγ pair. Such yields are estimated by
comparing the observed ee and eγ invariant mass spectra
around the Z boson peak, after having subtracted the respec-
tive background contributions, estimated from the sidebands
around the Z boson peak. Events are required to contain at
least two opposite-sign electron candidates, or an electron
and a photon candidate, both having a transverse momen-
tum greater than 25 GeV and pseudorapidity |η| < 2.37,
excluding the transition region 1.37 ≤ |η| < 1.52. Electron
candidates are required to satisfy the electron tight identifi-
cation criterion and the electron tight isolation criterion [11].
Photon candidates are required to meet the tight identifica-
tion criterion and the loose isolation criterion, both discussed
in Sect. 3.3. When both an electron and a photon candidate
are selected within a cone of radius 	R = 0.4, the pho-
ton is kept and the electron discarded. Events with mee or
meγ ∈ [86, 96] GeV are selected. If multiple ee and/or eγ
pairs in the same event pass the previous requirements, only
the pair with invariant mass closest to the Z boson world-
average mass is kept [41]. The fake-rate is computed as a
function of the transverse momentum and absolute value of
the pseudorapidity of the electron candidate. The measured
fake-rate is corrected for the different background contam-
ination in the ee and eγ samples. The background contam-
ination is estimated by a combined signal-plus-background
fit of the ee or eγ invariant mass distribution, where the reso-
nant signal is modelled by a double-sided Crystal Ball func-
tion [42] and the continuous background by an exponential
function or a Bernstein polynomial, depending on the η bin.
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Fig. 14 Efficiency scale factors (SF) for each method and their combination for converted photons. The last bin extends to 1.5 TeV
In order to avoid bias associated with the spectra distortion
introduced by the pT binning, the background is estimated
in pT/mee,eγ bins.
The following systematic uncertainties in the measured
e → γ fake-rate are considered: the variation of the invariant
mass range used to select the dielectron and electron–photon
pair candidates, from [88.5, 93.5] GeV to [83.5, 98.5] GeV,
leads to a ∼ 5% variation of the measured fake-rate; the
bias introduced by calibrating the energy of an electron as a
photon is found to be ∼ 4%. The impact of the background
contributions, estimated by ignoring these components or by
increasing them by 100%, results in a ∼ 3% variation in the
fake-rate.
Comparing the fake-rate measured in MC simulation to
the true value yields good agreement in all regions of η and
pT, with differences of at most 5%.
The integrated e → γ fake-rate, averaged over η and for
pT > 25 GeV, is 0.015 ± 0.001 for converted photons and
0.030 ± 0.002 for unconverted photons. Examples of the
fake-rate values measured as a function of pT in two differ-
ent η bins are shown in Fig. 16 for converted and unconverted
photons. The fake-rate amounts to a few percent in the cen-
tral region and increases in the more forward ones, reaching
a value of 10–20% for converted photons in the most extreme
cases. Figure 17 shows the measured fake-rates as a function
of η, averaged over pT for pT > 25 GeV, and compared to
the MC predictions. The fake-rate of electrons reconstructed
as converted (unconverted) photons is 2–4% (1–2%) in the
barrel and 4–12% (2–4%) in the endcaps. The absolute uncer-
tainty, dominated by the systematic component, is typically
around 0.2%. The MC simulation generally underestimates
the fake-rate by values ranging from a few % to about 50%
in the most extreme case (converted photons, central region).
7 Measurement of the conversion reconstruction
efficiency
The photon identification selections described in Sect. 3.2
are optimised separately for unconverted and converted pho-
tons, since differences in electromagnetic shower develop-
ment between the two types lead to different distributions
for the discriminating variables listed in Table 1. Differences
between the true conversion status of a photon and the one
determined in reconstruction, described in Sect. 3.1, can thus
lead to the use of a suboptimal selection, if they are not prop-
erly described in the simulation samples used for the opti-
mization.
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Fig. 15 Photon identification efficiencies as a function of the number of pp interactions per bunch crossing μ for reconstructed unconverted
photons (left) and converted photons (right), in four pseudorapidity regions
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Fig. 16 Evolution of the e → γ fake-rate as a function of pT for
electrons reconstructed as converted (blue squares) and unconverted
(red circles) photons in the |η| bins 0.0–0.6, 1.15–1.37 and 2.01–2.37.
Symbols with error bars correspond to the results with their total uncer-
tainties, and gray shaded areas correspond to systematic uncertainties
Photon conversion reconstruction efficiencies are there-
fore measured in data using a clean photon sample obtained
from Z → μμγ decays. The selection closely follows the
one used for the determination of photon identification effi-
ciency using radiative Z events, described in Sect. 5.1, but
requires in addition the legacy photon isolation requirement
(see Sect. 3.3).
Photon conversions are probed through the ratio E1/E2 of
energy deposited in the first and second layers of the EMC,
which has generally lower values for the later-developing
showers of unconverted photons than for the electrons result-
ing from conversions. Binned fits in E1/E2 are performed
using templates describing true unconverted photons, true
converted photons and background. The fits are performed
simultaneously in samples of reconstructed unconverted and
converted photon samples, and split into the same four |η|
bins as for the photon identification measurements. Signal
shapes are obtained from simulated Z → μμγ events,
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Fig. 17 Evolution of the e → γ fake-rate as a function of η for elec-
trons reconstructed as unconverted (left) and converted (right) photon
candidates, in data (circles) and Z → ee MC events (black triangles).
Symbols with error bars correspond to the results with their total uncer-
tainties, and gray shaded areas correspond to systematic uncertainties.
The bottom plot shows the ratio of the two measurements. The error
bars correspond to the scaled data uncertainty and the gray dashed area
corresponds to the relative MC uncertainty
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Fig. 18 Left: Distribution of E1/E2 for converted photons with |η| <
0.6 in data (black points), for true converted photons (dashed green
line), unconverted photons (dashed pink line), and background (dashed
red line). The full model after the fit to data is also shown (solid blue
line). Right: Distribution of mμμγ for converted photons with |η| < 0.6
in data (black points), together with the model fit to data (blue line)
and its signal (dashed green line) and background (dashed red line)
components
requiring the presence of a true converted or unconverted
photon. Background levels are estimated by performing in
each E1/E2 bin a template fit to the distribution of the
invariant mass mμμγ of the μμγ system, over the range
76 < mμμγ < 106 GeV. The signal shape is obtained from
Z → μμγ simulation, and modelled by the sum of a Crystal
Ball function [42] and a Gaussian distribution. The back-
ground is modelled using a second-order Chebychev poly-
nomial, which is found to describe well the mμμγ shape in
simulated Z → μμ + jets production. The resulting back-
ground yield in each E1/E2 bin is used to describe the back-
ground shape in the E1/E2 template fit. Figure 18 shows the
result of the E1/E2 fit for converted photons in the region
|η| < 0.6, and the mμμγ fit used to obtain the background
yield in the bin E1/E2 < 0.2 for the same photon selection.
The true unconverted and converted photon yields in each
bin are expressed in terms of the fraction f convtotal of all photons
that are reconstructed as converted, the fraction f convfake of true
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Table 2 Results from data and MC simulation of the f convtotal fraction
of all photons that are reconstructed as converted, of the f convfake fraction
of true unconverted photons that are reconstructed as converted, and of
the f convreco probability for a true converted photon to be reconstructed as
converted, in bins of |η|
|η| region f convtotal f convfake f convreco
Data MC Data MC Data MC
|η| < 0.6 0.215 ± 0.014 0.185 0.053 ± 0.007 0.053 0.731 ± 0.040 0.882
0.6 ≤ |η| < 1.37 0.309 ± 0.021 0.328 0.036 ± 0.007 0.029 0.708 ± 0.043 0.778
1.52 ≤ |η| < 1.81 0.438 ± 0.031 0.439 0.001 ± 0.009 0.027 0.812 ± 0.052 0.907
1.81 ≤ |η| < 2.37 0.536 ± 0.014 0.521 0.003 ± 0.006 0.008 0.544 ± 0.014 0.614
unconverted photons that are reconstructed as converted, and
the fraction f convreco of true converted photons that are recon-
structed as converted, Results are shown in Table 2 in bins
of |η|.
Systematic uncertainties include uncertainties in the sig-
nal shapes from variations in the amount of material upstream
of the calorimeter (following the method described in
Sect. 5.1) and from the use of an analytical function to
describe the signal shapes, as well as statistical uncertain-
ties in the simulation sample. Their combined impact on the
measurement of f convreco ranges from 1.3 to 4.9%. depending
on the η bin. Statistical uncertainties range from 0.6 to 1.5%.
8 Conclusion
The reconstruction of photon candidates measured in the
ATLAS detector is improved in several ways for the 2015
and 2016 Run 2 data-taking periods at the LHC with pp col-
lisions at
√
s = 13 TeV, building on what was implemented
for Run 1. A more robust reconstruction of photon conver-
sions is introduced to cope with the higher pile-up conditions.
The photon identification criteria, based on rectangular cuts
on calorimetric variables, are also tuned to reduce the depen-
dence of the identification efficiency on pile-up.
The efficiency of the tight identification criteria is mea-
sured from from 36.1 fb−1 to 36.7 fb−1 of pp collision data
for isolated photon candidates, using three independent meth-
ods in different photon ET ranges. The three measurements
agree within their uncertainties in the overlapping ET ranges,
and are combined. The identification efficiency increases
from 45–60% at ET = 10 GeV to 95–98% for ET > 100
GeV, depending on the pseudorapidity region of the detector
and on the photon candidate conversion status. The nominal
MC simulation of prompt-photons in ATLAS predicts sig-
nificantly higher identification efficiency values than those
measured in some regions of the phase space, particularly
at low ET and high |η|. A simulation with shower shapes
corrected for the average shifts observed relative to the data
better reproduces the identification efficiencies measured in
the entire ET and η range accessible by the data-driven meth-
ods. The residual difference between the efficiencies in data
and in the corrected simulation are taken into account by
computing data-to-MC efficiency scale factors. These fac-
tors differ from one by up to 3–4% at ET = 10 GeV and
at most by 1–2% above ET = 40 GeV, with an uncertainty
decreasing from about 10% at ET = 10 GeV to < 1%–2% at
high ET. The dependence of the identification efficiency on
pile-up is measured and found to be well described by simu-
lation. The dependence of the identification efficiency on the
photon isolation criterion is similarly measured, and found to
be negligible compared with the measurement uncertainties.
The probability of reconstructing an electron as a photon
candidate is also measured in data, and compared with the
predictions from simulation. It is found to range from a few
% in the central region and increase in the more forward ones,
reaching a value of 10–20% for converted photons in the most
extreme cases. The MC simulation generally underestimates
the fake rate by values ranging from a few % to about 50% in
the most extreme case (converted photons, central region).
The efficiency of the reconstruction of photon conversions
is measured using a sample of photon candidates from Z →
μμγ events, exploiting the properties of the ratio of energies
deposited in the first and second longitudinal layers of the
ATLAS electromagnetic calorimeter. The efficiency is found
to be compatible with the prediction of the MC simulation.
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